HAPPY 10TH BIRTHDAY JAMES COOK

JAMES COOK HAS TRAVELLED 218,972 MILES
The equivalent of circumnavigating the globe ten times

x22 CREW PER DAY

Length 89.2 METRES
Breadth 18.6 METRES

GROSS TONNAGE
5,401 TONNES

JAMES COOK HAS CONDUCTED
2,402 DAYS OF SCIENCE

ENDURANCE OF
50 DAYS AT SEA

LABORATORY SPACE
278 METRES²

CAPABLE OF SPEEDS OF OVER
15 KNOTS

ALL THIS SCIENCE IS HUNGRY WORK

331,476 THE TOTAL NUMBER
OF TEA BAGS USED

1,201 KG THE TOTAL AMOUNT
OF COFFEE DRUNK
ABOUT THE WEIGHT
OF A WALRUS

7,206 KG THE AMOUNT OF
RICE CONSUMED
ABOUT THE WEIGHT
OF A LONDON BUS

12,010 KG THE AMOUNT OF CHEESE
CONSUMED ON BOARD
ABOUT THE WEIGHT
OF A CRUISE SHIP ANCHOR

16,814 KG THE TOTAL AMOUNT
OF BEEF CONSUMED
ABOUT THE WEIGHT
OF A NARROWBOAT
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